C-tau biomarker of neuronal damage in severe brain injured patients: association with elevated intracranial pressure and clinical outcome.
Following traumatic brain injury, the neuronally-localized intracellular protein MAP-tau is proteolytically cleaved (C-tau) and gains access to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and serum. The present study compared initial CSF C-tau levels, initial Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) scores and elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) as predictors of clinical outcome. In this preliminary, prospective study of consecutive severe traumatic brain injured patients (TBI) clinical outcome was quantified with the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) at discharge (n=28). Sensitivity and specificity of initial C-tau levels and initial GCS scores as predictors of clinical outcome is reported. To assess disease specificity C-tau levels were compared between TBI patients and neurologic (n=87) and non-neurologic control patients (n=67). Initial CSF C-tau levels were elevated 40,000 fold in TBI patients compared to either neurologic or non-neurologic control patients (P<0.001). Initial C-tau levels were correlated with clinical outcome (P=0.006) and were a significant predictor of dichotomized clinical outcome (P=0.011) demonstrating a sensitivity of prediction of 92% and a specificity of 94%. Initial C-tau levels were also a significant predictor of subsequent ICP with higher initial C-tau levels associated with elevated ICP (P=0.014). Initial GCS score were correlated with clinical outcome (P=0.026) and demonstrated a sensitivity of 50% and a specificity of 100% for predicting dichotomized clinical outcome. Statistical analysis indicated that initial C-tau levels and initial GCS scores were independent predictors of clinical outcome. The present preliminary study demonstrates that initial CSF C-tau levels are a significant predictor of ICP and clinical outcome with particular sensitivity for identifying severe TBI patients with good clinical outcome. Future studies employing a larger sample size and clinical outcome assessment at longer periods after hospitalization will be needed to determine the utility of initial C-tau levels as a clinical biomarker in TBI.